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My most top category Enterprising was my top category and my score was a score of eleven 

and what many of the people with enterprising have interests with working with activates that 

have to do with starting and carrying out projects, especially businesses. They are group leaders 

and making decisions and they also prefer action over thought.  

My second was Realistic and being realistic is saying they you think of things in the real world 

many people that are realistic are interested in hands-on activates  and they solve problems 

and find solutions. They like being with animals and plants and real world materials and they 

mainly do things that involve a lot of paper work and love many outdoors adventures. 

My third top category was Artistic and many people think that Artistic is when people can do a 

good painting or a very good drawing and Artistic people work with the Artistic side of things 

and what they work with design and make patterns. They like criticize their own work and they 

do things where you do not have rules. 

My forth highest was Social and people with work activities that assist other and promote 

learning and personal development many socialist prefer to communicate more than to work 

with objects like machines or data. They like to teach, give advice and have helping service to 

people. 



My fifth highest Investigative and they have interest such as working with ideas and thinking 

more with physical activity they like to search for facts and figure out problems mentally rather 

than to persuade or lead people. 

My last one was Conventional and what they have interests in work within activities like they 

follow procedures and routines. They prefer working with data and detail more with ideas they 

prefer working in there are precise standards and they do not like to judge themselves what so 

ever they also love to work in the lines of authority that are clear. 


